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SUMMARY
The Norwich Diocesan Association of Ringers (NDAR) has embarked on a series of group
discussions (‘workshops’) aimed at identifying potential improvements to the Association and
establishing a ‘Vision for the Future’.
The first workshop focussed on “The Current Situation”, and a report from that workshop is
available separately (Ref. A).
The second workshop (“What if …?”) explored changes we might make to improve NDAR, and
a report from that workshop is available separately (Ref. B).
The aim of this third workshop (“A Vision for 2027”) was to distil the conclusions from the
previous workshops into a realistic and achievable ‘Vision for the Future’.
In summary, the main conclusions from this third workshop were:
1. If we do nothing to address “the challenges currently facing NDAR” then the
Association’s ability to operate will only deteriorate and the Association may
become non-viable as a functional organisation
2. Some of the changes recommended involve an element of risk, and we have
discussed the specific risk that some members may be uncomfortable with some
of the detail. We have concluded that there are steps we can take to allay
members’ concerns (and to mitigate the other risks), but – if we are to address
the risk that NDAR becomes non-viable as a functional organisation – we cannot
avoid the pressing need to make necessary changes
3. The work involved in implementing a number of changes may not be easy, but –
with: a will; commitment; some planning; some teamwork; and a focus on
achieving specific objectives – all of the improvements we might currently choose
to make are achievable within a few years
In concluding the Vision 150 workshops we arrive at the following ‘Vision for the Future’:
By the 4th April 2027 (i.e. the 150th Anniversary of the NDAR’s founding), we might
reasonably imagine:
 An NDAR that has put behind it the issues that were affecting its fitness to
operate as functional organisation
 An NDAR that is better able to provide support to its members, particularly
with regard to “the challenges currently facing ringing”
 An NDAR that has moved beyond the changes considered as part of the
Vision 150 process and is established in a state of continuous improvement

Note: This third workshop was intended as final part of ‘data-gathering’ to develop a ‘Vision for the
Future’ for NDAR. The conclusions and recommendations resulting from all of the Vision 150 work will
be included in a separate “Final Report” to the Association’s Standing Committee.
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INTRODUCTION: VISION 150
Background
NDAR is one of many ‘territorial societies’ affiliated to the Central Council of Church Bell
Ringers (CCCBR) and, like most of these societies, has a long history and proud heritage.
However, there is a long-standing view across the ringing community that these ‘traditional’
organisations have been struggling to keep pace with the changes in wider society, and the
CCCBR has recently encouraged all the regional societies to “reflect honestly on how effectively
they are dealing with the challenges [currently] faced by ringing”.
It is not surprising then, that for some time there has been a view amongst many NDAR
members that their Association is ‘not fit for purpose in the 21st Century’. Therefore, as a way
of reflecting honestly on its current effectiveness, an Action was placed at NDAR’s Annual
General Meeting (AGM) on 28th August 2021 to develop a ‘Vision for the Future’.
Typically, work to develop a ‘Vision for the Future’ aims to foresee a situation in roughly five
years time, so NDAR has chosen the date of April 4th 2027 as the focus for its Vision, this date
being the 150th anniversary of the founding of NDAR – hence the project’s name “Vision 150”.

Process
[Fig. 1] The process to develop NDAR’s ‘Vision for the Future’ involves a series of three halfday group discussions (‘workshops’) arranged to systematically work through all aspects of
the Association and explore a wide range of ideas and suggestions for improvement, in order
to arrive at a realistic and achievable Vision.

Fig. 1: Vision 150 Process
In summary:
 Workshop 1: ‘THE CURRENT SITUATION’ [Ref. A] aimed to establish a common,
detailed, understanding of where we are today, including identifying current strengths
and weaknesses. Leading to …
 Workshop 2: ‘WHAT IF …?’ [Ref. B] moved on from an understanding of the current
situation to explore changes we might make within NDAR and consider the impact of
NDAR Vision 150 – Workshop 3 Report
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changes that are outside of our control, identifying opportunities available to us and
potential threats. Leading to …
 Workshop 3: ‘A VISION FOR 2027’ (the subject of this report) aimed to distil the
conclusions from the previous workshops into a realistic and achievable ‘Vision for the
Future’ that best; builds on our strengths, addresses our weaknesses, develops
opportunities and mitigates threats to us.
The output from this process will be a ‘Final Report’ to the Association’s Standing Committee.
NOTE: It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this process, it is
expected that the Association will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move
towards its ‘Vision for the Future’. Whilst this may appear to limit the value of this work, the
advantage is that it allows greater freedom to explore quite radical ideas for improvement.

INTRODUCTION: WORKSHOP 3
Aims
The aims of this third workshop were to distil the conclusions from the previous workshops
into a realistic and achievable ‘Vision for the Future’, and to determine – of the changes we
might choose to make – how many (if any) we might realistically achieve before 4th April 2027
(the 150th Anniversary of NDAR’s founding), thereby establishing our ‘Vision for the Future’

WORKSHOP 3: SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS
(One More) What If …?
Having identified and explored a number of “What If …?” proposals for change at the previous
workshop, this workshop began by considering the question “What If We Do Nothing?”
Groups were reminded of the framework we used in the first workshop to summarise the
range of NDAR activities (i.e. 3 aspects of “What We Do”, 3 aspects of “How We Do It”, plus
“Our Relationships with Other Organisations”) and were asked:


If we DO NOTHING then, in five years time: which of these things will be BETTER;
which of these things will be ABOUT THE SAME; and which of these things will be
WORSE?

The outputs from this exercise are detailed at Annex A. They differ in detail, but the general
conclusion was clearly: if we do nothing, then nothing will get any better and things will
generally tend to get worse (note: one or two aspects were considered likely to remain “about
the same” only because “they couldn’t possibly get any worse!”).
The point of this (somewhat negative) exercise was to help ensure that, if we are to move
forward with any changes, we understand the risks associated with ‘doing something’ (see,
for example, “What Might Stop Us?” below) in perspective with the risk associated with ‘doing
nothing’.
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What’s Realistic & Achievable?
The next exercise looked to determine how many of the options for change (from the second
Workshop) we might choose to make are realistic and achievable in a reasonable amount of
time.
The exercise involved: understanding each change as a ‘Task’; allocating these Tasks to
relevant ‘Teams’; ordering each Team’s Tasks according to priority/dependency; staffing each
Team with a number of ‘Roles’; determining a reasonable duration for each Task; and –
therefore – plotting a simple Work Schedule (or Gannt Chart) to form a view of how long the
work might take.
To save time, and establish a common ‘baseline’ amongst the three groups at the Workshop,
a number of ‘Assumptions’ were discussed and agreed prior to the exercise, as follows:


Time The available timeline ran from immediately after this workshop was held (i.e.
the end of February 2022) to April 2027 (i.e. the 150th Anniversary of NDAR’s founding
and the target for our ‘Vision for the Future’). The Association’s Annual General
Meetings (AGM) were annotated on this timeline



Teams From the discussions at previous workshops, the assumption was that we
might use up to six Teams, as follows: an Admin Team (analogous with the current
‘Standing Committee’); a Governance (Rules) Team; an Internal Communications
(Engagement) Team; a Training & Development Team; an External Communication
(Recruitment) Team; and a Belfry Advisory Team (analogous with the current ‘Belfry
Advisory Committee’). There was an option to add a seventh Team if necessary.



Effort Having previously identified that one of NDAR’s current weaknesses is a general
‘lack of engagement’ with its members, it is not easy to understand where the effort
to implement changes – in addition to staffing the ongoing administration – might
come from. Therefore, the workshop looked in detail at how the work of the
Association is currently staffed and compared this detail with that of another similar
‘territorial society’.
One thing we found is that, to understand the effort going in to operating these
organisations, you have to look beyond the list of named staff (i.e. ‘Officers’ etc.), as
named staff often fill more than one role, and the effort of named staff is often
supplemented by the effort of (unnamed) ‘others’.
Another thing we found is that a territorial society organised to deliver work through
focussed ‘teams’ appears able to staff more ‘roles’. This tends to reinforce some of
the conclusions we have come to previously when discussing teamwork, i.e. focused
teamwork tends to be more productive, and ‘others’ are more likely to engage with
it.
From this analysis we concluded that it is reasonable to assume that NDAR, organised
to deliver work through focussed teams, could find the effort to staff a total of up to
50 ‘roles’
Notes:
i. As explained above, these 50 ‘roles’ should be understood as an amount of ‘effort’ and is
not the same as 50 ‘people’
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ii. These 50 roles refer only to the effort involved in ‘central’ activities (excluding Trustees).
Therefore it does include Branch representation at ‘central’ level (as currently is the case),
but does not include (nor affect) any effort involved in ‘Branch’ activities
iii. We noted that this assumption is in line with: the number of ‘central’ roles staffed by a
similar ‘territorial society’ using fewer named staff than NDAR; the level of effort that
was engaged and sustained by NDAR throughout this Vision 150 project; and the level of
effort generated by another similar ‘territorial society’ to staff similar improvement work

Of these 50 roles, it was suggested that: at least 19 might remain/be engaged on the
Admin Team, and up to 8 might remain/be engaged on the Belfry Advisory Team. This
left the workshop groups to adjust the staffing of these teams if/as they felt
appropriate, and to determine where to allocate the remaining (up to) 23 roles.


Tasks We assumed a total of 26 Tasks which were defined as follows [detail at Annex
B refers]:
Note: The task numbering may appear irregular, but the numbering 1 to 25 correlates with the
numbering of the relevant “Options” considered during Workshop 2 (options previously
rejected are excluded), while tasks numbered 26 and 27 have been implied either during the
workshop discussions and/or by this exercise so are ‘assumed’ here also.

o

To establish a common ‘baseline’ and to bound the tasks for this exercise,
assumptions were made about what each “involves” and – where appropriate
– what a task “excludes”. Where an ‘option’ has potential for long-term
development the aim for this exercise was to limit the task to the
establishment of only an initial solution/capability

o

Tasks numbered 1 and 18 were assumed to be satisfied by the completion of
other tasks, so were included for information only

o

Task number 17 was to be considered later in the workshop (see “Fit For
[What] Purpose?” below), so was included for information only

o

Tasks numbered 12, 22 and 25 were assumed to be ‘recurring tasks’ and
required only allocating to an appropriate team

o

Within the detail of the remaining (20) non-recurring tasks some
Teams/Priorities/ Dependencies/Durations were suggested

From the outputs of this exercise [detail at Annex C refers] the following conclusions were
made:


While the work schedules produced by each group varied in detail (e.g. team staffing,
task allocation, task durations … etc.), all three groups concluded that all the (nonrecurring) work could be completed well before April 2027, and probably within 2 –
3 years



While the assumptions here are simplistic and – in reality – some (scheduling) risks
exist, a number of (scheduling) opportunities also exist, for example: teams may be
able to work some tasks in parallel; Extraordinary General Meetings (EGM) could be
called as an alternative where there would otherwise be a dependency on gaining
AGM approval; effort could be transferred between teams (particularly where a team
becomes ‘redundant’) … etc.
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Fit For [What] Purpose?
One thing we identified very early in the Vision 150 process is that NDAR currently lacks a clear
and concise ‘purpose’ [Ref. A refers]. Having reached a point where we can describe a ‘Vision
for the Future’ we revisited this issue, asking: How then might we describe NDAR’s ‘purpose’?
We reminded ourselves that the only place we currently describe any “purpose” is within our
various Rules, and we considered that the most contentious terms there have been acquired
in the course of becoming a charitable organisation, and as part of describing “charitable
purposes” that clearly align with the definitions of such in the Charities Act.
However, except in the context of the Charities Act, these terms do little to explain or promote
what NDAR actually does, and we struggle whenever we try to edit the Charities Act terms
into a clear, concise and meaningful description of what we actually do.
We noted that some similar territorial societies
consistently exhibit a clear, concise and meaningful
purpose as part of their ‘brand’, while describing
their “charitable purposes” (in Charities Act terms)
in the ‘background’ detail of their organisation.
As an analogy: if we were designing a tin in which to
package and market ‘NDAR’, it is as if the ‘branded’
purpose is what we would want on the front of the
tin while the “charitable purposes” would sit within
the small print on the back of the tin (alongside any
recycling information and/or nutritional value!).
Therefore, putting NDAR’s “charitable purposes” to
one side, we considered two examples of a possible
‘branded’ purpose for NDAR, the first having
perhaps the least number of words we might need,
and the second having perhaps the most number of
words we might need.
The two examples we considered were:


“Promoting and supporting bellringing in the Diocese of Norwich”



“Promoting and supporting bellringing in the Diocese of Norwich, for the traditional
purposes of:
- Calling people to church, supporting the celebration of life events, and marking
church festivals and seasons
- Marking civic occasions and events of national importance
- Enjoying a challenging, healthy and sociable recreation”

However, apart from the words “Promoting and supporting bellringing” (and such a
geographically unbounded ‘purpose’ seems misleading/inappropriate for a ‘territorial
society’) there were mixed opinions on almost every other word in the examples, and equally
mixed opinions on further/alternative words that were suggested (e.g. what about ringing as
a “performing art”?)!
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Time was limited at these workshop sessions, and defining a ‘purpose’ that satisfies a range
of opinions may be impossible. All we could conclude from this brief discussion is: the fewer
words we can use then the fewer opinions there will be!
However, we may have to accept that opinions will differ on any reasonable solution, but we
should not overlook the importance of establishing a clear, concise and consistent “branded”
purpose because:


THOSE MANAGING NDAR need to understand the overarching ‘purpose’ driving the
decisions they make



NDAR needs to be clear with MEMBERS about what it is they are subscribing to and,
therefore, what members might reasonably expect from the Association



NDAR needs to be clear with STAKEHOLDERS OUTSIDE OF THE ASSOCIATION about
why they should engage with the Association

What’s Left to Do?
Having identified a number of changes that we could implement to make NDAR more ‘fit for
purpose’ in the 21st Century, and having determined that all the changes we might choose to
make are realistic and achievable within a few years, and (therefore) looking to bring the
Vision 150 process to an end, we discussed briefly what should follow.
We referred to a couple of strategies known by the acronyms COPE and GROW. These
strategies are similar to each other and have helped shape the Vision 150 planning process,
they can be summarised as follows:

C
O
P
E

COGNATE
Stop denying it!
Things aren’t OK

This is what drove us to embark on Vision 150

ORIENTATE
Take stock! Where
are we now?
Where could we
aim for?

This work was satisfied by Workshop 1
“The Current Situation” and Workshop 2
“What If …?”

PLAN
How could we get
from here to
there?
EXECUTE
Commit to the
plan

NDAR Vision 150 – Workshop 3 Report
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G
R
O
W

GOALS
Where do we want
to get to?

REALITY
Where are we
now?

OPTIONS
What options do
we have?

WILL
What will we
commit to doing?

This work was satisfied by Workshop 3
“A Vision for 2027”

This work was satisfied by Workshop 1
“The Current Situation”

This work was satisfied by Workshop 2
“What If …?”

This work was always beyond the remit of
Vision 150

It is clear from a review of these strategies that we have reached the point where NDAR needs
to decide what (if any) moves towards its ‘Vision for the Future’ it WILL EXECUTE, and that
achieving any meaningful and lasting improvement will not be easy and will require some
COMMITMENT.
The work to make these decisions was always beyond the remit of Vision 150 and will be
referred back to the Association’s Standing Committee, with the relevant recommendations,
by the final Vision 150 “Report to Standing Committee”.

What Might Stop Us?
Having identified that any subsequent work is not likely to be easy and will – therefore –
require a level of commitment, and before concluding this workshop, we considered some of
the comments and concerns that have been aired during the Vision 150 process, and which
may affect our ability to move forward with improvements. In summary, this included the
following:


“Things aren’t that bad!”
We embarked in the Vision 150 process because “for some time there has been a view
amongst many NDAR members that their Association is ‘not fit for purpose in the 21st
Century’”. The COPE strategy outlined above reminds us (at “Cognate!”) that we must
not fall into the trap of denying that “things aren’t OK!”



“It’s scary!”
The changes we have considered do involve some risks. But we reminded ourselves
that we can take to steps to mitigate these risks, and we must keep these risks in
perspective with: the goal of building an NDAR that is fit for purpose; and the risk that

NDAR Vision 150 – Workshop 3 Report
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“if we do nothing, then nothing will get any better and things will generally tend to
get worse”


“There’s a lot do!”
Collectively, the changes we have discussed can be considered as “a lot to do”. But,
in developing simple Work Schedules during this workshop [Annex C refers] we have
seen how we can ‘eat the elephant’ by dividing the work into manageable chunks and
scheduling these over time



“Where would we start?”
In developing simple Work Schedules during this workshop [Annex C refers] we have
seen how tasks can be planned according to available resources, priorities,
dependencies … etc. and, therefore, where any work should begin



“But is all this work realistic and achievable?”
In developing the simple Work Schedules during this workshop [Annex C refers] we
have concluded that all of the improvements we might currently choose to make are
achievable within a few years



“Some people won’t like it!”
In an organisation with several hundred members it is to be expected that there will
be a wide range of opinions about the changes recommended from this process, and
that some people may express concerns about particular detail. But:
o As most members are not currently ‘actively’ engaged with the Association,
and as the only feedback thus far from those that are engaged has been
positive, it is reasonable to assume that only a relatively small number may
express serious concerns
o The Association can offer to engage with members who may be
uncomfortable and try to address/allay their concerns
o It would be unfortunate and regrettable if we were unable to keep everyone
on board with any subsequent work. Ultimately however, we need to
understand and manage the risk that ‘[a small number of] people may not like
it’ alongside the risk that ‘NDAR becomes non-viable as a functional
organisation’ because “if we do nothing, then nothing will get any better and
things will generally tend to get worse”

NDAR Vision 150 – Workshop 3 Report
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OUR ‘VISION FOR THE FUTURE’
In concluding the Vision 150 workshops we arrive at the following ‘Vision for the Future’:
By the 4th April 2027 (i.e. the 150th Anniversary of the NDAR’s founding), we might
reasonably imagine:
 An NDAR that has put behind it the issues that were affecting its fitness to
operate as functional organisation
 An NDAR that is better able to provide support to its members, particularly
with regard to “the challenges currently facing ringing”
 An NDAR that has moved beyond the changes considered as part of the
Vision 150 process and is established in a state of continuous improvement
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ANNEX A: Outputs From “(One More) What If …?”

A VISION FOR 2027
If we DO NOTHING then, in five years time …
… these things will be BETTER:

… these things will be ABOUT THE SAME:
 (What We Do) Provide, Maintain and Improve Bell Installations
 (How We Do It) Finance
 (How We Do It) Communication
 Our relationships with other organisations

… these things will BE WORSE:
 (What We Do) Ringing
 (What We Do) Educate People in the Art and Science of Bellringing
 (How We Do It) Governance, Organisation and Administration
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ANNEX A: Outputs From “(One More) What If …?”

A VISION FOR 2027
If we DO NOTHING then, in five years time …
… these things will be BETTER:

… these things will be ABOUT THE SAME:
 (What We Do) Ringing
 (What We Do) Educate People in the Art and Science of Bellringing
 (What We Do) Provide, Maintain and Improve Bell Installations
 (How We Do It) Finance

… these things will BE WORSE:
 (What We Do) Ringing
 (What We Do) Educate People in the Art and Science of Bellringing
 (How We Do It) Governance, Organisation and Administration
 (How We Do It) Communication
 Our relationships with other organisations
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ANNEX A: Outputs From “(One More) What If …?”

A VISION FOR 2027
If we DO NOTHING then, in five years time …
… these things will be BETTER:

… these things will be ABOUT THE SAME:
 (What We Do) Ringing
 (How We Do It) Communication (How We Do It)
 Finance
 Our relationships with other organisations

… these things will BE WORSE:
 (What We Do) Educate People in the Art and Science of Bellringing
 (What We Do) Provide, Maintain and Improve Bell Installations
 (How We Do It) Governance, Organisation and Administration
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ANNEX B: Assumptions Re. Tasks Input to “What’s Realistic & Achievable?”

Administration (How we get things done)
Create a more active/dynamic Association by driving more
‘objectivity’ and ‘teamworking’ into NDAR’s administration

Task 1

Assume this involves:
 Editorial changes to terms in the Rules [Tasks 3 refers]
 Standing up relevant ‘Teams’ [Tasks 8, 15, and 27 refer]
 Establishing a clear ‘Purpose’ [Task 17 refers], Strategy
[Task 13 refers] and relevant Objectives [Task 13 refers]

Organisation (Branches)
De-Regulate Branches
Task 2B

Assume this involves:
 Making the “reasonable and proper” changes to the detail
of our Rules to reflect our current inability to meet some
requirements regarding the operation of our ‘Branches’

Governance (Rules)
Rationalise the Rules

Task 3

Assume this involves:
 Deleting any unnecessary ‘historic baggage’ detail
 Moving important, but non-fundamental, detail to
underlying ‘policies’ and/or supporting ‘guidance’
 Other editorial changes to (terms within) the Rules arising
from these Tasks, e.g.:
o using the term “Teams” rather than the term
“Sub-Committees” [Task 1 refers]
o changes to the process for election of members
[Task 18 refers]
Assume this excludes:
 Any changes relating to “Branches” [Task 2B refers]
 Any changes relating to “Consolidate Charities” [Task 4
refers]
 Any changes relating to NDAR’s ‘purpose’ [Task 17 refers]

Finance
Consolidate Charities

Task 4

Assume this involves:
 Consolidating the NDAR Charity, the Bell Repair Fund
Charity and the Nolan Golden Fund (linked Charity) into
one overarching [NDAR] Charity with underlying
‘Restricted Funds’ as appropriate
 Corresponding amendments to the relevant Rules
Assume this excludes:
 Any changes to the Northrepps Bell Maintenance Fund

NDAR Vision 150 – Workshop 3 Report

Team:
Recurring Task
Priority:
Dependent on:
Start (MM/YY):

/

Duration:

...Months

Team:
Recurring Task
Priority:
Dependent on:
Start (MM/YY):

/

Duration:

...Months

Team:

Recurring Task

Priority:

Dependent on:

Start (MM/YY):

/

Duration:

...Months

Team:
Recurring Task
Priority:
Dependent on:
Start (MM/YY):

/

Duration:

...Months
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ANNEX B: Assumptions Re. Tasks Input to “What’s Realistic & Achievable?”

Finance
Membership subscription includes a soft copy of the Annual
Report, with hard copies being available on request and at an
additional cost (per copy)”

Task 6

Assume this involves:
 The non-recurring work to establish the mechanism for:
distributing soft copies, ordering/supplying hard copies,
establishing hard-copy prices … etc.
 Communication with members regarding this change
Assume this excludes:
 The recurring work of producing an Annual Report
 The work to establish direct (electronic) communications
with members [Task 7 refers]
Internal Communications (Engagement)
Establish a central Register of voting members’ details for general
administrative purposes, and to enable a move away from
‘cascade’ communications to direct communications with
individual members

Task 7

Assume this involves:
 Establishing a central membership Register and
registration process that:
o includes basic* information for all current voting
members
o reflects/provides for new process for election of
members (e.g. record of Proposer, Seconder,
Ratification …) [Task 18 refers]
o provides for communication direct with
individual members (i.e. includes email
addresses, communications preferences … etc.)
o is compliant with relevant regulatory
requirements (e.g. Data Protection, Safeguarding
… etc.)
Assume this excludes:
 The recurring work to maintain that Register
 Any subsequent development of that Register (e.g. to
include members’ training/development detail)
* i.e.: Name, Date registered as a member, Class of membership, Date
membership ceased (The Charitable Incorporated Organisations (General)
Regulations 2012, Schedule 1, refers)
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Team:
Recurring Task
Priority:
Dependent on:
Start (MM/YY):

/

Duration:

...Months

Team:

Recurring Task

Priority:

Dependent on:

Start (MM/YY):

/

Duration:

...Months
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ANNEX B: Assumptions Re. Tasks Input to “What’s Realistic & Achievable?”

Internal Communications (Engagement)
Establish an Internal Communications Officer/Team

Team: Internal Communications
Recurring Task

Task 8

Assume this involves:
 The non-recurring work to set up an initial Officer/Team,
including (initial) ‘Roles and Responsibilities’
Assume this excludes:
 The ‘day-to-day’ work of that Officer/Team

Internal Communications (Engagement)
Establish a regular (Quarterly?) central newsletter

Task 9

Assume this involves:
 The non-recurring work of:
o establishing an ‘Editor’ responsible for leading this
work
o the definition of this role [Task 14 refers] and its
incorporation into the Internal Communications team
Assume this excludes:
 The recurring work involved in compiling, editing and
issuing (Quarterly) editions

Internal Communications (Engagement)
Provide new members with a ‘pack’ of information on joining

Task 10

Assume this involves:
 The non-recurring work of establishing an initial (basic)
‘pack’ and a mechanism for its distribution

Priority:

1

Dependent on:
Start (MM/YY):

/

2

Duration:

...Months

Team:
Recurring Task
Priority:
Dependent on:
Start (MM/YY):

/

Duration:

...Months

Team:
Recurring Task
Priority:
Dependent on:

Assume this excludes:
 The recurring work of distribution
 The ongoing updates to/development of the ‘pack’

Internal Communications (Engagement)
Use ‘branded’ merchandise to promote a ‘sense of belonging’
and ‘team spirit’

Task 11

Assume this involves:
 The non-recurring work of setting this up with a ‘drawdown’ supplier for a basic (initial) range of items
Assume this excludes:
 The recurring work involved in sales
 Ongoing changes to/development of the suppliers and/or
range of items
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Duration:
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Team:
Recurring Task
Priority:
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/
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ANNEX B: Assumptions Re. Tasks Input to “What’s Realistic & Achievable?”

Internal Communications (Engagement)
Revise the format of the Annual Report
Task 12

“Not currently considered a priority”, therefore, assume this
involves:
 ‘Evolution’ of the Annual Report format if/as required as
part of its normal, recurring, production

Internal Communications (Engagement)
Revise the format of the AGM to include a review and
development of the Association’s current strategy and (annual?)
objectives

Task 13

Assume this involves:
 An element of non-recurring work to establish an initial
strategy and initial objectives, and to incorporate these
into an AGM
Assume this excludes:
 The recurring review/development (which should become
a routine part of AGM planning)

Internal Communications (Engagement)
Define and actively advertise critical ‘central’ posts

Task 14

Assume this involves:
 The initial compilation of clear ‘Roles and Responsibilities’
for each defined (e.g. Officer, Team Leader … etc.) post
Assume this excludes:
 Ongoing updates/additions to this initial set of ‘Roles and
Responsibilities’
 Ongoing ‘advertising’ of vacant posts

External Communications (Recruitment)
Establish an External Communications Officer/Team

Team:
Recurring Task
Priority:
Dependent on:
Start (MM/YY):

/

Duration:

...Months

Team:
Recurring Task
Priority:
Dependent on:
Start (MM/YY):

/

Duration:

...Months

Team:
Recurring Task
Priority:
Dependent on:
Start (MM/YY):

/

Duration:

...Months

Team: External Communications
Recurring Task

Task 15

Assume this involves:
 The non-recurring work to set up an initial Officer/Team,
including (initial) ‘Roles and Responsibilities’
Assume this excludes:
 The ‘day-to-day’ work of that Officer/Team
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1
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Start (MM/YY):
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/
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External Communications (Recruitment)
Promote compliance with Regulatory requirements (e.g.
Safeguarding, Health & Safety, Data Protection … etc.) as an aid
to recruitment

Task 16

Assume this involves:
 The non-recurring work to draw up a list of things
prospective recruits might reasonably expect to see in a
‘compliant’ Tower, for example: Safeguarding notices,
First Aid kit, Emergency Phone Call Information [e.g.
postcode …], Fire Extinguisher, Fire Notices, Appropriate
Warning Signs, a Risk Assessment …
 Initial publication/distribution of the above list, with
links/signposts to relevant guidance material
Assume this excludes:
 Any subsequent or longer-term ‘campaign’ to improve
standards

External Communications (Recruitment)
Refocus and extend the Association’s ‘purpose’
Task 17

[To be discussed later in the workshop]

External Communications (Recruitment)
Simplify process for election of members

Task 18

Assume this involves:
 Adoption of the system discussed at Workshop 2
(‘Associate’ membership subject to a Proposer and
Second, with ‘Full’ membership subject to ratification at
next AGM)
 Relevant changes to the Rules [Task 3 refers]
 Amendments to administrative ‘registration’ process
[Task 7 refers]

Providing, Maintaining and Improving Bell Installations
We need to be clear with members regarding the limits of our
practical (i.e. non-financial) capabilities, but first we need to
determine what these limits currently are
Task 19B

Assume this involves:
 Compiling a summary of what (if any) practical (i.e. nonfinancial) support capabilities we can ‘advertise’
 Compiling a list of ‘signposts’ to recognised (e.g. CCCBR)
guidance and relevant professionals
 Publishing this information (e.g. on the website)
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Team:

Recurring Task

Priority:

Dependent on:

Start (MM/YY):

/

Duration:

...Months

Team:
Recurring Task
Priority:
Dependent on:
Start (MM/YY):
/
Duration:
...Months

Team:
Recurring Task
Priority:
Dependent on:
Start (MM/YY):

/

Duration:

...Months

Team:
Recurring Task
Priority:
Dependent on:
Start (MM/YY):

/

Duration:

...Months
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Educating People in the Art & Science of Bellringing
TRAINING DEMAND: Establish a mechanism for engaging directly
with members re. individual training/development needs

Task 20

Assume this involves:
 Establishing an initial list of those members looking for
support, together with an initial (basic) list of their
‘training needs’
Assume this excludes:
 Ongoing amendments/additions to the list of members
seeking support
 Any longer-term development of the range of ‘training
needs’

Educating People in the Art & Science of Bellringing
TRAINING SUPPLY: Co-ordinate training/development
opportunities

Team:
Recurring Task
Priority:
Dependent on: Task 7
Start (MM/YY):

/

Duration:

...Months

Team:
Recurring Task

Task 21

Assume this involves:
 Establishing an initial capability to provide training/
development opportunities (i.e. training events with
teachers and sufficient helpers) to meet a known training
demand
Assume this excludes:
 Any longer-term development of the range and/or
number of training/development opportunities provided

Educating People in the Art & Science of Bellringing
Be more pragmatic about finances for training/development
Task 22

Keep this task “on the table”. Therefore, assume this involves:
 The recurring work of letting “nature take its course”

Other (External Communications or Admin [Finance]?)
Improve communications re. Parish Affiliation Scheme

Task 23

Assume this involves:
 Compiling a simple ‘leaflet’ guide to the Parish Affiliation
Scheme (e.g. How it operates, who should subscribe and
why. Include [at least one] recent example of benefit(s)
delivered)
 Making this available to members (e.g. for download from
the website)
Assume this excludes:
 The wider (hard copy? Annual?) distribution (e.g. to
current/potential subscribers)
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Priority:
Dependent on: Tasks 7 & 20
Start (MM/YY):

/

Duration:

...Months

Team:
Recurring Task
Priority:
Dependent on:
Start (MM/YY):
/
Duration:
...Months

Team:
Recurring Task
Priority:
Dependent on:
Start (MM/YY):

/

Duration:

...Months
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Other (Internal Communications or Training/Development?)
Actively encourage change ringing on handbells

Task 24

Assume this involves:
 The non-recurring work of:
o establishing a handbell leader (Master/Captain?)
tasked with “actively encouraging”
o the definition of the leader role [Task 14 refers] and
its incorporation into a relevant ‘team’ (Internal
Communications? Training/Development? …
Handbell?)
Assume this excludes:
 The ongoing “active encouragement” and administration
of any handbell activities, which become part of the
(recurring) work of the handbell leader/relevant team

Other (Admin?)
Monitor the work of the new Diocese of Norwich ‘Church
Buildings Commission’ and engage with the Diocese as/when
appropriate through our ‘Bells Advisor’
Task 25
Assume this involves:
 The recurring work of keeping the situation ‘under
review’

Governance (Rules)
Establish a (temporary) Governance (Rules) Team

Team:
Recurring Task
Priority:
Dependent on:
Start (MM/YY):

/

Duration:

...Months

Team:
Recurring Task
Priority:
Dependent on:
Start (MM/YY):

/

Duration:

...Months

Team: Governance (Rules)
Recurring Task

Task 26

Assume this involves:
 The non-recurring work to set up a Team, including ‘Roles
and Responsibilities’
Assume this excludes:
 The detailed work of that Team

Educating People in the Art & Science of Bellringing
Establish a Training/Development Officer/Team

Priority:

1

Dependent on:
Start (MM/YY):

/

2

Duration:

...Months

Team: Training/Development
Recurring Task

Task 27

Assume this involves:
 The non-recurring work to set up an initial Officer/Team,
including (initial) ‘Roles and Responsibilities’
Assume this excludes:
 The ‘day-to-day’ work of that Officer/Team
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Priority:

1

Dependent on:
Start (MM/YY):
Duration:

/

2

...Months
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